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As the world leader in microprocessors, Intel has long been at the forefront of development, validation, and testing of microprocessor products in various platforms. The complexity of microprocessor designs is burgeoning: new uses for computers, less technically sophisticated users who are, therefore, more demanding, new power dissipation constraints, ever higher performance goals, much larger volumes shipping in less time, and the addition of the internet and associated security enhancements. All of these further complicate the way validation and testing are undertaken. At the same time, the prices of PCs are dropping dramatically. With this in mind, Intel is investigating new test methodologies and we challenge the testing industry to keep pace with the new products and test environments through improvements in test equipment capability and cost effectiveness as well as test methodologies. Pat’s discussion will take the audience through component, system, and internet environments, and the challenges they present for validation, test, and the associated success of a product in the marketplace.
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